A total of 138 papers were accepted and divided into 2 proceedings, with 69 papers in each proceeding. In order to find out the research topics among the accepted papers, the NodeXL was applied. To begin with, key words from 69 papers were excerpted as follows:
The significance of the keywords not only lies in its frequency, but the connection between the keywords is also very important in our study of how these papers revolve around the theme of Engineering Management (EM). The field of EM provides a set of concepts and metrics to systematically study the relationships between the key words. The methods of information visualization have also become valuable in helping us to discover patterns, trends, clusters, and outliers, even in complex social networks. In the preface, the open source software tool NodeXL was designed especially to facilitate learning the concepts and methods of EM as a key component.
Using the NodeXL, all of the 506 keywords involved in the 69 papers were analyzed. To begin with, the preliminary processing was executed on all the key words. Except for a unified expression of words, all the key words with the same meaning and the words including the meaning of similar key words have been unitized. For example, ''multiobjective problems,'' ''multiobjetive models,'' and ''multiobjective optimization'' have finally been unified to ''multiobjective optimization.'' Through the preliminary processing, the keywords have reduced to 453, making it possible to constitute network efficiently.
These processed keywords, represented as the vertexes in NodeXL will be visualized in a network diagram. In the network diagram, the vertexes' sizes have been set to depend on the number of other vertexes associated with it. The more the vertex connects with other vertexes, the higher centrality it would be, which reflects the keyword's important status in the field of EM. In other words, this key word is likely to represent an important issue in EM. At the same time, the vertexes' shapes have been set to depend on their betweenness and closeness centrality. When the degree of a vertex's betweenness and closeness centrality is beyond a certain value, the shape of this vertex would be square. The goal is to find out some key concepts in the field of EM. These key concepts are likely to be the important nodes that connect with other research topics.
Through the above steps, a network constituted by the keywords representing the relationship between them is demonstrated in Fig. 1 . Figure 1 shows that computing methodology, industrial engineering, project management, and information technology are key concepts, which are the important nodes connected with other research topics. In other words, they are key issues about EM in the accepted 69 papers in this volume.
In this volume, the proceedings concentrate on computing methodology, industrial engineering, project management, and information technology. To begin with, computing methodology is the theoretical foundation of solving the problems in management science and engineering management. In this part, Mehrbod et al. develop a vector space model to measure the similarity ratio of providers' ecatalogs with a buyer's e-catalog. Gen et al. concern with the design of multiobjective genetic algorithms (MOGAs) to solve a variety of manufacturing scheduling problems. He et al. propose an improved particle swarm optimization algorithm (IPSO) to prevent premature convergence and applied the IPSO to estimate the implied volatility for European option, which is a critical parameter in option pricing. Xiao et al. combine multiple classifiers ensemble technique, selforganizing data mining with cost-sensitive learning, and proposed one-step classifier ensemble model for imbalance data (OCEMI). Deng and Sun study the multiobjective dynamic programming in its investment system to improve the biogas energy development structure.
Project Management, Part VI, is the discipline of planning, organizing, securing, and managing resources to bring about the successful completion of specific project goals and objectives. Scholars in this section tend to focus on the accomplishment of desired goals and objectives by using restricted resources Part VII is Industrial Engineering. Industrial engineering is the branch of engineering which deals with the optimization of complex processes or systems. In this part, Maleki and Machado employ Bayesian Network (BN) and Analytic Network Process (ANP) to quantify mutual correlations between supply chain practices and customer values, and this approach is applied to a case study in the food industry to present its application in practice. Molina et al. present the analysis of this problem (contradictions) and the design of a noise filtration system based on Theory of Inventive Problem Solving (TRIZ). TRIZ has the potential to aid in the creation of innovative systems. Li et al. examine how human capital investment (including education and training investment) affects the firm performance. The results show that employees' educational level has a significantly positive impact on firm performance. Chen and Zhang develop a two-stage model to obtain a proactive and reactive schedule in resource-constrained project scheduling problems (RCPSP) under uncertainty, by testing the example, the effectiveness of the proposed model and approach is validated by the computation results.
Information technology (IT), the last part, is an appropriate technical platform for solving practical management problems, and is defined as ''the study, design, development, implementation, support or management of computer-based information systems, particularly software applications and computer hardware,'' according to the Information Technology Association of America. IT is playing an increasingly dominant part in modern society. Azevedo et al. present a case study about the experience of three hospitals and one RFID technology provider to highlight the main architectural characteristics, functionality, and advantages associated with the RFID deployment. Cavaco and Machado provide a model for the creation of competitive advantage that integrates the principles of sustainability (triple bottom line) and the concepts of resilience and innovation. Luo and Amberg identify a set of dimensions of culture from the most known culture theories through quantitative and inductive analysis to form a research framework of culture and a classification of cultural impacts on information technology, which provides an agenda for systematically researching the cultural impacts on information technology. Xiang et al. develop guiding thoughts of all round evaluation and principles, and then established a fuzzy synthetic performance evaluation model based on realizing the performances achieved by the strategic alliances of technological innovation. Xu and Wu propose a large group of decision-making method, which is based on fuzzy preference dynamic information interaction given that the traditional fuzzy group decision-making model does not take the process of information interaction into consideration.
Except for high-quality proceedings, the conference also provides a suitable environment for discussions and exchanges of research ideas among participants during its well-organized conference. Although we present our research results in viii Preface
